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Overview of MPEG-7 Audio
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Abstract—MPEG-7 is a new ISO standard that facilitates
searching for media content much as current text-based search
engines ease retrieval of HTML content. This paper gives an
overview of the MPEG-7 audio standard, in terms of the applica-
tions it might support, its structure, the process by which it was
developed, and its specific descriptors and description schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T HE Internet, as a global network, can be viewed as a giant
depository of data that can be searched, sorted and sifted in

order to extract the desired information. The emergence of hy-
pertext markup language (HTML), hypertext transfer protocol
(HTTP),webbrowsers,and finally searchengineshavemade this
wealth of information accessible to anyone with a desktop PC.

However, nontext-based documents, such as MPEG-1 [1],
MPEG-2 [2], [3], or MPEG-4 [4], [5] compressed audio media
files are not well served by these languages, search engines, or
search appliances. First, audio content is not expressed in a char-
acter format, making textual search impossible. Second, con-
sider how one typically listens to audio content: sometimes via
a home stereo system, but much more often via a portable de-
vice, such as a radio or portable compact disc player. In either
case, the means of accessing audio content is via some few but-
tons and perhaps a small display, not a PC keyboard and display.
What is needed is standardized means of representing data about
media that also supports a number of compact search modalities.

During its beginnings in 1996, MPEG-7 [6] was motivated
in part by MPEG’s past successes in making the efficient trans-
mission of multimedia content feasible, and by the explosion of
networked resources that were making access to these resources
a reality. Whereas textual search engines indexed web pages on
the Internet using well-known information retrieval techniques,
no such standard techniques were available for audio files. There
is clearly a need to index network-based media, be they com-
pressed or PCM. However, new methods of indexing should also
serve physical archives of media, even including a home music
collection.

MPEG-7 attempts to address this need. It is a standard for
content-based media description. It is independent of the coding
format of the media (i.e., is not limited to MPEG-compressed
formats, or even digital formats) and is independent of the
physical location of the media. The breadth of representation in
MPEG-7 supports not only simple, text-based queries (e.g., find
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all songs by artist A), but also complex content-based queries
(e.g., find all songs that sound like the melody I am humming)
[7]. We also note that once this meta-data is available, many
more applications than just search will be available to the user.

This paper gives an overview of the emerging MPEG-7
standard for audio meta-data, ISO/IEC 15938-4 Information
Technology—Multimedia Content Description Interface—Part
4: Audio. At the time of writing, this work is at the Committee
Draft (CD) stage, and is expected to be an International
Standard (IS) in September 2001. However, for simplicity, this
work in progress will be referred to as the MPEG-7 audio stan-
dard. Section II outlines the structure of the standard, and the
relationship between the audio part and the rest of the standard.
Section III gives some examples what audio applications that
are based on the MPEG-7 standard might look like. Section IV
describes the process used to develop the audio portion of the
MPEG-7 standard. Finally, Section V gives an overview of the
MPEG-7 audio Descriptors and Description Schemes.

II. STRUCTURE OF THESTANDARD

MPEG-7 standardizes a representation of meta-data asso-
ciated with media content. Unlike previous MPEG standards,
MPEG-7 does not standardize an encoder or extraction process,
or a decoder or a query or matching process. What is common
amongst all MPEG standards is the standardization of a
medium of exchange: normative representations and semantics
of meta-data in the case of MPEG-7, and bit streams in the case
of MPEG-1 or MPEG-2.

The MPEG-7 audio standard is composed ofDescriptors
and Description Schemes. Descriptors are instantiations of
meta-data that may be associated with a single temporal interval
(perhaps the entire signal) in an audio media signal, or with a
(perhaps periodic) set of intervals in the media signal. Another
way of looking at it is that a Descriptor is a semantic atom—a
single unit of description regarding a feature of content. A
spectral envelope is an example of an audio Descriptor.

A Description Scheme is an association of a set of Descriptors
and their relationship that addresses a particular task or applica-
tion. A Description Scheme is a tree structure of Descriptors and
possibly other Description Schemes.

The MPEG-7 audio standard provides Description Schemes
as fundamental constructs and as parts of application-driven
tools. In the understanding that the standardized set of tools will
not fit every application, however, there is a Description Defini-
tion Language (DDL) that allows for new Description Schemes
to be written for specific applications. This is the mechanism by
which the standard may be extended.

For each Descriptor and Description Scheme defined in the
audio standard, there is a normative definition, expressed in
the DDL, an equivalent expression as a C++ class and text de-
scribing extraction and use of that component. In addition, there
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is informative source code embodying both an exemplary ex-
traction method and an exemplary query and matching method,
both of which may operate on the C++ class associated with that
Descriptor or Description Scheme.

III. A PPLICATIONS

One of the best ways to understand the standard is through
example applications.

A. Query by Humming

Consider a streaming audio service in which there is a data-
base of compressed MPEG-4 audio on one (or more) MPEG-4
media servers and an associated database of MPEG-7 meta-data
on a MPEG-7 query server. For each MPEG-4 compressed song
indexed, the MPEG-7 database stores a complete representation
of the song’s melody and some mechanism to link the meta-data
to the associated media, for example a URL. The database could
also store the song title, artist, song length, musical genre and
style, and musical “mood.”

The user presses the query button on his wireless hand-held
access device and hums a tune. The sampled signal waveform
is transmitted to the query server, where a process is run that
extracts its MPEG-7 melody meta-data. That meta-data is the
query target, and the MPEG-7 server searches the MPEG-7
melody database for matches. The top few matches are trans-
mitted back to the access device and displayed as song title and
artist. The user can hit a button to immediately start streaming
from the MPEG-4 database to the wireless access device, where
the media is decoded and played.

The user could follow-up the initial query with the more pow-
erful query (for example via button and menu selection) to play
more songs “by that artist,” or “in the same genre and style” as
that song, or just “with the same mood” as that song.

B. Query for Spoken Content

Consider a telephone message service with associated
MPEG-7 meta-data. For each message recorded in a person’s
message queue, a speech recognition engine processes the
voicemail and puts the corresponding text annotation into the
MPEG-7 database. The database also stores calling number
(from which some estimation of the caller can be obtained),
time of day of call and length of call.

The user is anxiously expecting to receive a specific call. He
could call up the message service, where the recognition engine
could process his voice-based query to form a textual MPEG-7
query. Where the recognition engine fails to convert to text (for
example, due to a proper name being outside of the dictionary),
it may use a phonemic representation. The resident MPEG-7
query server could then match the keywords in the query with
the words in the message annotation and also with the MPEG-7
fields representing the caller. For example: “Get me all the mes-
sages from my boss about the Tallahassee account!”

C. Assisted Consumer-Level Audio Editing

Imagine that an audio signal has been processed to extract
meta-data to facilitate interactive applications. For example,
many low-level audio features such as power, loudness, spectral
centroid, and spectral envelope could be used in a hypothetical

Fig. 1. MPEG-7 extraction process.

Fig. 2. MPEG-7 query matching pocess.

Fig. 3. MPEG-7 client server architecture.

consumer-level audio editor. One could use these Descriptors
for display, such as loudness, in the place of the waveform.
With some knowledge of standard editing rules within a genre,
a sophisticated program could use spectral features to equalize
channelsand therebyautomaticallyenhance theclarityofamix.

D. Extraction and Query Paradigm

The first two examples shared a common architecture. The
first step in developing the application is to extract the MPEG-7
meta-data from a set of media files, as is shown in Fig. 1. This
could be done once for a largely static set of media files (such
as in the query by humming example), or done repeatedly (as in
the phone message example).

The next step is the query process, as shown in Fig. 2. In this
process, the query is converted to an MPEG-7 query target, typi-
cally by the same extraction engine, although that is not shown.
The query engine then compares the query target with all the
MPEG-7 instantiations in the database via a suitable distance
function and returns the best match(es). Media-locator informa-
tion that is part of the meta-data can then be used to locate the
desired media data.

Fig. 3 shows how this might be combined to form a client
server MPEG-7 application, just as was described in the query
by humming application.
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IV. CORE EXPERIMENT PROCESS

In order to ensure a fair and orderly development of the stan-
dard, a rather strict procedure was developed to guide the evalu-
ation of proposed technology and promotion of that technology
into the standard. The process is a “Core Experiment,” as this
experimental process constitutes the core of the MPEG-7 devel-
opment work.

To include a new Descriptor into the MPEG-7 audio standard,
the following three steps had to be completed:

1) proposal;
2) challenge;
3) integration.

Each will be described in turn.

A. Proposal

In the proposal stage, internal verification and prescreening
has to be done by the proponent. A proposal must contain:

1) information on whether the new Descriptor is planned to
be an addition to the standard or if it is planned to replace
or modify an existing Descriptor in the standard;

2) a technical description that is accurate enough that
someone skilled in the art can duplicate the main func-
tion of the Descriptor;

3) the eXperimentation Model (XM, or the developing ref-
erence software) framework changes that would be nec-
essary to implement the proposal;

4) text for the normative (and possibly informative) parts of
the standards document;

5) evidence for the merit of the Descriptor (e.g., potential
market, studies of user preference, examples of how it
might be used in products or services). The scope of the
technology will be taken into account.

B. Challenge

In the challenge phase, there is testing and reviewing of the
technique by other parties. A proposal must be independently
evaluated by at least one third party. The objective of choosing
a challenge format is to expose the shortcomings of each pro-
posed technology. Although it is assumed that proposals will
work well in the vast majority of cases, the challenge is to iden-
tify the degenerate cases in which the proposed technology does
not work, and to choose which “description space” is more com-
plete and/or desirable. The proponent may be part of the test and
review process.

Standard figures of merit will be allowed and are encouraged
where they are appropriate. Where a standard method is not
available, the “stimulus triplet” method is proposed as a simple
means that is sufficient to determine the utility of MPEG-7 tech-
nology. The stimulus triplet is a set of three pieces of content,
denoted A, B, and C. Within the stated scope of the Descriptor,
A is perceptually (as ranked by a human listener) more similar
to B than to C. However, if A is computationally (as computed
based on the challenged Descriptor values) more similar to C
than to B, then such a triplet would successfully expose a weak-
ness in the challenged Descriptor. Therefore, by successively
mapping out the weaknesses in the feature-spaces of competing
proposals, the parties collaborate to produce evidence for rela-
tive merit.

C. Integration Phase

After the acceptance of the core experiment results, source
code implementing extraction and matching aspects of the new
Descriptor must be submitted. The extraction code or executa-
bles performing extraction are then integrated into the XM. The
matching code must be integrated into the XM so that a full query
can be posed. The normative expression (i.e., the DDL repre-
sentation and any C++ code) of the core experiment technology,
along with descriptive text, is placed in the standards document.

V. OVERVIEW OF AUDIO DESCRIPTORS

The MPEG-7 audio standard comprises six main technolo-
gies that can be divided roughly into two classes: low-level or
generic tools, and application-specific tools. The audio descrip-
tion framework (which includes the Scale Tree and low-level De-
scriptors) and the uniform silence Segment may apply to any
audio signal, and therefore are in the class of generic tools. The
sound effect description tools, instrumental timbre description
tools, spoken content description, and melodic Descriptors re-
strict their application domain as a means to afford more descrip-
tive power, and so are in the class of application-specific tools.

A. MPEG-7 Audio Description Framework

Several technologies combine to form the low-level Audio
description framework. One of the foundations is the Scale Tree,
which allows (generally temporal) series of Descriptors to be
represented in a scalable way. The basic idea is to enhance a
traditional time-series representation of a feature with the ability
to extract a meaningful summary (by decimation or statistics)
that can be parameterized to fit within any available volume of
storage. The basic data type that forms the series can be a scalar,
vector, or matrix.

The other method of aggregating data for the purpose of
description draws heavily (by means of inheritance) from the
generic multimedia Description Scheme called “Segment.” For
the purpose of MPEG-7 audio, an audio Segment is a temporal
interval to which all attached Descriptors apply. A Segment
is a recursive structure, so an audio stream may be hierarchi-
cally decomposed [8]. All audio Descriptors and Description
Schemes, including all of the application-based tools and the
Scale Tree, may be attached to a given audio segment.

The low-level Descriptors that fit into this foundation com-
posed by the Audio Segment and Scale Tree include temporal
envelope, spectral envelope, harmonicity, spectral centroid, and
fundamental frequency.

B. Silence Segment

A very simple but useful tool is the MPEG-7 silence De-
scriptor. It attaches the simple semantic of “silence” (i.e.,
no significant sound) to an audio Segment. It also includes a
simple indicator of the level of silence via the minimal temporal
threshold. It may be used to aid further segmentation of the
audio stream, or as a hint not to process a Segment.

C. Sound Effects Description Tools

The sound effects Descriptors and Description Schemes are
a collection of tools for indexing and categorization of general
sound effects. Support for automatic sound effect identification
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and indexing is included as well as tools for specifying a tax-
onomy of sound classes and tools for specifying an ontology of
sound recognizers. Such recognizers may be used to automati-
cally index and segment sound tracks.

A more computational retrieval representation is also avail-
able within the sound effect tools. Although, to many who wish
simply to identify sound effects, the spectral basis decompo-
sition may seem like an unnecessary intermediate result. How-
ever, given a properly trained set of sound effect parameters, the
tools allow for sound-effect recognition in sound mixtures. The
spectral basis is essentially a temporal envelope crossed with
a spectral envelope, with several of these bases typically being
combined to form a model of a sound.

D. Musical Instrument Timbre Description Tools

Timbre Descriptors aim at describing perceptual features of
instrument sounds. Timbre is currently defined in the literature
[9] as the perceptual features that make two sounds having the
same pitch and loudness sound different. The Timbre Descrip-
tion Scheme describes these perceptual features with a reduced
set of Descriptors. The Descriptors relate to notions such as “at-
tack,” “brightness,” or “richness” of a sound.

There are four classes of musical instrument sounds: 1) har-
monic, sustained, coherent sounds; 2) nonharmonic, sustained,
coherent sounds; 3) percussive, nonsustained sounds; and 4)
noncoherent, sustained sounds. Within these four classes, two
classes are well-detailed within the MPEG-7 standard, and have
been the subject of Core Experiment development. They are the
harmonic, coherent, sustained sounds and nonsustained, percus-
sive sounds. The other two classes were deemed to be of lower
priority due to their relative rarity, but may still make an appear-
ance in the standard.

E. Spoken Content Description Tools

The Spoken Content Description Scheme is predicated on
the idea that speech recognition systems are currently imper-
fect. Rather than being a simple textual transcript of what is
spoken (although it can accommodate such a thing), the De-
scription Scheme consists of combined word and phone lat-
tices for each speaker in an audio stream. By combining the
lattices, the problem of out-of-vocabulary words is greatly al-
leviated and retrieval may still be carried out when the original
decoding was in error. The Description Scheme can be used for
two broad classes of retrieval scenario: indexing into and re-
trieval of an audio stream, and indexing of multimedia objects
annotated with speech.

F. Melody Contour Description Scheme

The Melody Contour Description Scheme is a compact
representation for melodic information, which allows for
efficient and robust melodic similarity matching, for example,
in query-by-humming. The Melody Contour Description
Scheme uses a five-step contour (representing the scale-step
interval difference between adjacent notes), in which intervals
are quantized. The Melody Contour Description Scheme also
represents basic rhythmic information by storing the number
of the nearest whole-beat of each note, information that can
dramatically increase the accuracy of query matches.

There is also a more expanded version of the Melody
Description Scheme being developed collaboratively, which
trades some of the terseness of the Melody Contour Description
Scheme for greater precision and robustness.

G. Other Parts of the Standard

The Audio part of the standard was designed to work well
with the other parts of MPEG-7, especially Part 5-MDS. To
avoid redundant functionality within the standard, the audio
sub-group relies on the efforts of other groups for completing
the set of tools that an audio archivist might need. We have
already discussed the use of the DDL as a standard way of
extending the standard. We have also seen how the Audio
Framework utilizes the general segment from the MDS.

Anyone describing content may wish to attach typical De-
scriptors such as title, composer, and year of recording to a piece
of music. These Descriptors, which are in current practice in li-
braries and archives, are covered in detail in the MDS. Similarly,
one may try to describe musical genre as a hierarchical ontology,
or describe musical instrument from a list of controlled terms.
The mechanisms by which one can create these ontologies and
dictionaries are in the MDS as the Controlled Term datatype and
the Classification Scheme Description Scheme. By putting all of
these parts together, one can transfer an existing archive to a uni-
fied framework under the MPEG-7 standard, and then enhance
it further with specialized, signal-processing derived audio De-
scription Schemes.

VI. SUMMARY

MPEG-7 addresses the critical need for media indexing and
search tools, and several example applications that would build
upon MPEG-7 media metadata have been described. We have
given an overview of the process by which the MPEG-7 Audio
standard was developed, and of the Descriptors and Description
Schemes in the MPEG-7 Audio standard. These already support
a rich application space; however, the DDL permits the set of
Description Schemes to be extended, thus ensuring relevance in
applications that are yet to be envisioned.

The MPEG-7 standard provides a framework for describing
audio signals and audio archives using not only library practices
from the 19th and 20th Centuries, but also using new, signal-
based criteria that can be automatically extracted at any desired
temporal (or possibly spectral) resolution. In doing so, MPEG-7
provides a new description technology for the 21st century.
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